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Maintain ONCE®, use it many times
			
Key Benefits
Automation of complex		
processes prevents teams		
from duplicating and 		
repeating effort
Provides a single source 		
of truth for all your			
cataloguing data

ONCE®, is Elcome’s unique online cataloguing platform,
comprising of six component parts; Xchecker™, Asset™,
Catalogue™, Output™, Bulletin™ and Translator™.
Our products are exclusively designed for the benefit of
automotive parts manufacturers and distributors.

We help our customers work smarter in the 		
global automotive aftermarket.

Maximises efficiency, utilising
data for multiple outputs
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Choice of six products that 		
can be customised to meet the
needs of your business
Simple to integrate with other
internal systems, such as ERP
and SAGE
Improves internal 			
communication and			
collaboration between 		
departments
Easy to set-up, install and adopt
Accessible from multiple		
locations anywhere in the		
world 24/7
Already trusted by leading		
aftermarket companies		
worldwide
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ONCE® is an intuitive, process driven, global solution that’s
easy to manage and adopt. By integrating and linking ONCE®’s
component parts, catalogue content and application data is more
accurate, consistent and put to optimum use by enabling outputs
to all required market channels including:
•
•
•
•

Multiple Aftermarket Data Standards (TecDoc, ACES, MAM)
E-Catalogues
Print Catalogues
Websites

BOOK A FREE PRODUCT TOUR TODAY!
®

sales@elcome.ltd.uk or call +44(0)1793 845144

Plus
Xchecker is the command centre for
all your catalogue data management
needs and the foundation stone
of ONCE®. It’s the central hub that
allows you to process and maintain
your data, without duplication or
repetition. Xchecker transforms and
delivers high quality catalogue data
compatible to multiple aftermarket
data standards.
With Xchecker you are in complete
control of your data. Our unique
system provides you with the
freedom and ease to distribute your
data to multiple aftermarket data
standards, such as TecDoc, ACES and
Autocat v8, enabling access to the
global automotive aftermarket. Plus,
utilise and output the same data to
other marketing channels, including
web and print.

With Catalogue you can create
up-to-the minute, print-ready
catalogues, using the exact criteria
you want - as often as you want, at
the touch of a button.
Catalogue links with Xchecker and
Asset to populate your buyers guide
and application pages in one
seamless process.

Asset is the online repository for all
your digital assets. Upload a high
resolution, master asset once, and
Asset makes it possible for you to
control, customise, convert and
re-use that asset again and again.
Maintaining an up-to-date library of
digital assets is essential for business.
Asset gives you the capability to do
this accurately and efficiently. For
example, integrate with Xchecker and
you can automate complex
formatting, naming and distribution
tasks. Whilst Asset and Catalogue will
build you a print ready catalogue,
cover-to-cover at the touch of 		
a button.

ONCE® products store confidential
business data securely

ONCE® products are easy to adopt
and use, systems are intuitive and
process driven, structured to help you
manage daily tasks with ease

The automotive aftermarket is very
specific in its language. Ordinary
translation tools are too literal
and are unable to cope with
technical requirements. Translator
enables you to translate your
product catalogue in up to 34
different languages.
Translator also analyses and reports
on any gaps and missing translations
and measures the productivity 		
of users.

Easily create high-res PDF product
bulletins, perfect for communicating
with your customers.
Bulletin links to Xchecker and Asset
to ensure the most accurate and
up-to-date data and images are used
in your marketing collateral, helping
to reduce lengthy proofing and
sign-off procedures.

ONCE® products are compliant to
TecDoc, MAM Autocat V8 and ACES
standards

This powerful tool gives you full
control to manage, map and amend
your application and parts criteria
data, making it suitable for output to
your e-catalogue and multiple
aftermarket data standards.

ONCE® products can be configured
and customised to meet your needs

Free introductory training for all our
users, plus additional Intermediate
and Advanced training available to
ensure optimal system use

Dedicated Elcome Account
Managers, plus complete User
Documentation and Technical Help
line to support you

BOOK A FREE PRODUCT TOUR TODAY!
®

sales@elcome.ltd.uk or call +44(0)1793 845144

